PEACE

IN THE

Pines

THIS SERENE LOG HOME IN MONTANA IS A WORLD AWAY FROM THE HUSTLE AND
BUSTLE OF CITY LIFE.
By SHELBY DEERING
Photog raphy by CHRIS LITTLE

W

hen everyday responsibilities become overwhelming, you may daydream
of heading for a rustic cabin surrounded by pine trees and wildlife to
unwind. But this idyllic setting is not an imaginary place; it is the vision
of William Peace.

Off the Beaten Path
Bill is the founder and principal of Peace Design and has been working as a designer for over
three decades. Although he designs homes that run the gamut from metropolitan to mountain
modern to Southwest ranch, they each carry a warmth and authenticity that mirrors the
personalities of all who live there—a feeling that’s palpable in the 4,600-square-foot Big Sky,
Montana, log home he designed.
Nestled on a remote hill in the Moose Creek region of the stunning Gallatin River canyon,
the rest of the world is miles away, both literally and figuratively.
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Rustic Country

This space doesn’t
shy away from its
great-room status,
spotlighting large,
stately elements
like vaulted beams,
a commanding
stone fireplace
and a striking iron
chandelier, which
proves that even if
you construct a socalled “cozy” cabin,
you can still include
spacious, even
majestic, rooms.

The décor pays homage to
Montana’s rugged history

in an elegant way.
Summer

2018
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Big Sky
Treasures

The home is filled
with vignettes
that communicate
a reverence for
Montana, set off
impeccably by
a backdrop of
chinking paneling.
This corner of the
great room has an
antique chest, a
fiery orange chair
and a tobacco
shop plaster Indian
bust, purchased
in Montana.

Warm Gatherings

Strong beams frame the dining room, brimming with elements that pay tribute to the Montana
landscape. The custom table by Peace Design anchors the space, pairing well with sturdy tooled
leather chairs, an antique sideboard and artwork of a moose drinking from a stream, a piece from the
homeowner’s collection. The dining room flows seamlessly into the great room and kitchen.

“The owners wanted this family retreat to be comfortable yet foster togetherness,” Bill
says. It is a retreat in the truest sense of the word: 680 acres of wide open spaces punctuated
by the pines of the Gallatin National Forest.There are no neighboring homes, and Bill
says,“It is only accessible by vehicle during the summer and perhaps some extreme
snowmobiling in the winter.”
The home took two years to build and was completed in 2012, thanks to a team
consisting of Bill, architect Candace Miller of Bozeman’s Miller Roodell Architects and
North Fork Builders, also located in Bozeman.
Boasting five bedrooms—a master bedroom, two guest rooms and two bunk rooms—
this classic Western cabin features hewn wood walls rendered in reclaimed fir, pine planks
and standing dead lodgepole pine logs. Stone accents, made up of regional Harlowton
stones, continue the theme of embracing the outdoors.
To enhance the secluded ambiance of this home it’s off the grid, relying upon Mother
Nature for its energy needs.
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Country
Cooking

The kitchen is classic,
simple and suits
the needs of the
homeowners, but it
has some luxurious
touches as well. The
custom hood was
crafted using copper
and the countertop is
made from titanium
marble, a natural stone
known for its swirls
of golds, creams and
crystal deposits.

“The home is powered by solar and geothermal panels, and a small back-up generator,” Bill
says, adding that this was a priority for the homeowners.“It was a pinnacle to develop a home
with the smallest environmental footprint possible on this magnificent land.”

Laid-Back Luxury
The family’s second home, though remote, isn’t without its plush, luxurious amenities.There
are Carrera marble countertops and surfaces throughout, like the tub with marble sourced right
in Montana.There is a three-season porch with a custom serving table and antiques as well as
views of the great outdoors. Bill especially loves the balance created between the open great
room, kitchen and dining area where the family can gather, yet there are plenty of nooks and
bedrooms where people can retreat to smaller, quieter spaces, he says.
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Hunker Down
On the other side
of the reading loft
is a nook designed
for cold-weather
coziness, including a
comfy club chair. The
vintage snowshoes
and antler chandelier
are the finishing
touches.

“The home is powered by solar and geothermal panels, and
a small back-up generator,” Bill says, adding that this was
a priority for the homeowners. “It was a pinnacle

to develop a home with the smallest
environmental footprint possible on this
magnificent land.”
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The décor pays homage to Montana’s rugged history in an elegant way. Several vintage Navajo rugs, which
Bill discovered at Bozeman’s Sundog Fine Art, exemplify this juxtaposition. Antique treasures add a layer of
heartwarming depth to the décor.
“Items with an authentic patina and age to them give rooms instant soulfulness and comfort, providing
incomparable familiarity,” Bill says. He uncovered many of the vintage finds during his travels to Europe
and through working with top showrooms in the United States. He has a particular affinity for the Spanish
Baroque wing chair in the living room, covered in antique leather, and the antique leather footstool from
Robuck.
Proud of the design that he says is “consistent with the exterior environment,” Bill reflects on the natural,
wild beauty that this home captures flawlessly.
“The home represents the spirit of Montana because it is literally ‘off the grid’ and fully immersed in the
Western terrain and wildlife,” he says.“No road noise, no sirens—just cleansing sounds of wind and nature.”
Whether it’s an impeccably constructed log cabin or a place in our minds, we all need a destination rooted
in tranquility.
See Sources, page 112.
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Rustic
Respite.

This bedroom
features the
classic materials
of this Western
cabin: hewn
wood walls
rendered in
reclaimed fir.

TOP LEFT | Restful Nook

A lounge chair and handcrafted wooden table in the guest
bedroom make for an ideal place to take shelter from the
busyness of everyday life. A custom-made bed stands at the
ready for afternoon naps.

ABOVE | Let the Light In

Natural light takes center stage in a master bath marked by
wood planks and logs in a variety of textures. Marble mined
in Montana gives the bath a well-appointed look, along with
a vintage patterned rug and antique stool.

LEFT | Make It Count

An inventive use of every available space is evident in the
home—even the hallway between guest rooms has its very
own vibe. Showcasing what Bill calls “cabin coziness,”
antique chests and beloved artwork from the homeowner’s
collection complete the space.
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Welcoming
Space

An additional
guest room takes
a slightly feminine
turn, with lighter
hues and a floral
throw pillow,
yet it’s still tied
to the rugged
aesthetic of the
home through its
bed covered in
leather, antique
furniture pieces in
dark woods and
chinking paneling.

“Items with an authentic
patina and age to them give
rooms instant

soulfulness and
comfort, providing

uncomparable familiarity.”

ABOVE | Bygone Bath

The guest bath is a study in vintage décor, with a small, octagonshaped antique mirror and framed vintage photos found locally
that add just the right amount of historic flair to the walls.

RIGHT | Cozy Corner

With nearby vaulted beams, this snug corner featuring a window
seat and a bucolic painting of a moose has a decidedly strong
look. Called the reading loft, it’s a clever use of leftover space.
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“The home represents the spirit of Montana
because it is literally ‘off the grid’ and fully
immersed in the Western terrain and wildlife.

No road noise, no sirens—just
cleansing sounds of wind
and nature.”

Pleasant
Pines

The Gallatin
National Forest
spills over into the
property, which is
situated on 680
acres dotted with
majestic Douglas
firs, spruces
and more.
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